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Friday the 12th of February started like any other 
day in Bridgetown College. Exam Classes were 
looking forward to finishing their mock exams 
and the rest of the school community was 
eagerly anticipating the mid-term. However, this 
joy was to be short-lived as the tragic news of 
the sudden passing of one of our own filtered 
through. Shock and disbelief were the dominant 
emotions. 

Abbie Troy was a popular and much loved 
member of our school and we keenly feel her 
loss. We miss her big, beaming smile, the 
knowing twinkle in her eye when something 
tickled her fancy. Her teachers remember fondly 
her conscientiousness and her willingness to get 
the job done. Her presence is missed 
everywhere in the corridors, in the classrooms, 
in the canteen and on the sports field. Abbie’s 
commitment to and love of sport is something 
which has been mentioned by many people. 
Perhaps it is that dedication to sport and her 
position as a valued member of a team that will 
stay at the forefront of our minds when we 
remember Abbie. 

Monday the 29th of February saw a coming 
together of the entire school community to pay 
tribute to Abbie and to celebrate her life. Solace 
and a measure of comfort were found as we all 
stood, united in grief, with her family to pay a 
fitting tribute to Abbie’s life in school. We smiled 
through our tears as we came to realise that we 
were blessed to have known Abbie, albeit for too 
short a time. 

Life in Bridgetown College will never be the 
same again for any of us, for Abbie’s family, her 
friends, or indeed anyone whose life she 
touched. In our grief, we have found a deep 
resilience we never thought we had or even 
knew existed. Together, we are slowly coming to 
terms with the enormity of this tragedy but are 
simultaneously, glad that we had Abbie in our 
lives. Her memory will live on in Bridgetown 
College. We will have the inevitable ups and 
downs along this new path we’re treading but, 
one thing is certain that together we will survive. 

She is Gone 
You can shed tears that she is gone  

Or you can smile because she has lived. 

You can close your eyes and pray that she will come back  

Or you can open your eyes and see all that she has left. 

Your heart can be empty because you can't see her  

Or you can be full of the love that you shared. 

You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday  

Or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday. 

You can remember her and only that she is gone  

Or you can cherish her memory and let it live on. 

You can cry and close your mind, 

Be empty and turn your back  

Or you can do what she would want: smile, 

Open your eyes, love and go on. 

The late Abbie Troy 
16th May 2000 - 12th February 2016 
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Go n-éirí go geal le gach dalta a mbeidh 

ag déanamh an Teastas 

Sóiseasiach agus an Ardteist. 

Ádh mór libh! 

Ingredients 

6 cups Rice Krispies 
1⁄4 cup margarine 
1⁄2 teaspoon vanilla 

extract 1/2 
1⁄2-1 teaspoon green food colouring 

1 (10 ounce) pack of mini marshmallows 

Method 

Line a 13x9x2 baking pan with foil, lightly spray with cooking spray or butter. 

Melt margarine in a large pot on low heat. 

Add marshmallows and stir constantly until melted. 

Remove from heat. 

Add vanilla extract and food colouring stir until smooth. 

Add cereal quickly to the melted marshmallow mixture, stir until well coated. 

Press into the ready greased baking pan with a buttered spatula. Set aside and cool. 

Cut into bars or you can use a shamrock cookie cutter. 

Have a simple green treat at home and make these tasty 

St. Patrick’s Day Krispy Cakes 

Croke Park Flag Presentation Day 

Written by: Rory Cassidy (JC2) 

On the 7th March, secondary school students from across 
Ireland gathered together for a special flag presentation 
ceremony in our national stadium Croke Park. The ceremony 
which was organised by the Thomas F Meagher Foundation 
was attended by 6,000 people. Kira Bates Crosbie, Rory Cassidy 
and Rachel Ecclestone represented our school. Mr Power and 
Ms Cahill were also there. 

The day began very early, at half seven where we met at 
Selskar College. The bus journey was tiring but everybody was 
excited to hear on the bus that Ryan Tubridy would be hosting 
the event. Eventually, we reached the stadium where already 
loads of people were outside.  

After waiting for a while in the stadium, the ceremony started. 
Everybody was excited to see the President Michael D Higgins 
who arrived with his wife Sabina escorted by motorbikes driven 
by the Defence Forces. Michael D Higgins then inspected the 
Defence Forces. Then it was time for the first speech of the 
day. 

Rev. Michael Cavanagh explained the importance of the flag to 
us and what it meant. This was presented to us in the form of a 
role play, which was most intriguing to listen to, I was most 
impressed with all the information we gained on Thomas F. 
Meagher. Then it was time for Michael D Higgins’ speech. He 
emphasised the importance of the Irish flag and culture and 
told us, the audience we had an important part to play in the 
events going on in the world including the refugee crisis, global 
poverty and climate change. Then some well-known sporting 
figures received a tricolour. These included Paddy Barnes the 
boxer who is in contention to win another Olympic medal in Rio 
this summer. Seo Linn an Irish band who are well known for 
their translated cover of “Wake me up” by Avici. 

Then it was time for the main event the flag presentation of the 
flags. Members of the Defence Forces and some famous 
sporting names including Niamh Briggs captain of the Irish 
rugby team were presenting the flags and the proclamations. It 
was apparent how big the event was when we saw so many 
people going down onto the pitch. It was a great honour to 
collect the flag and proclamation and one I won’t forget 
anytime soon. 

To conclude the cermony "Amhrán na bhFiann" was played by 
the Army Band. We arrived back in Wexford at about five o’ 
clock after a long day and after a stop off in Applegreen in 
Wicklow. The day will be remembered for many years and the 
fact that this won’t happen again for maybe another 100 years 
makes me feel honoured to have been there. Ba in sult as Lá 
Forógra!  Tara Power’s (LC1)  winning entry for the Lions Club 

http://www.food.com/about/margarine-421
http://www.food.com/about/vanilla-350
http://www.food.com/about/vanilla-350
http://www.food.com/about/marshmallow-358
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Did you know, last year 
Easter Eggs increased 
paper and cardboard 

waste by 6% in recycling 
bins. 

It is estimated we will chomp 
through 17.5 million Easter eggs 
this year, with sales predicted to 

top €36.6 million. 

 Foil: Fold the aluminium foil from Easter eggs and place in the dry recyclable household collection bin or bring 
it to your nearest recycling centre. 

 Make Easter treats from some of the uneaten Easter chocolate, like chocolate cornflake cakes. If you do buy 
Easter eggs, get ones with minimal and recyclable packaging and use a reusable bag to take them home. 

 Recycle Easter cards in your household bin collection. Better still, instead of sending a card, reduce waste by 
sending your greeting by e-mail/or Text. 

Easter Recycling Tips 

 Cardboard: Compress or fold cardboard boxes flat and put into household 
dry recyclable bin or bring to your nearest recycling centre. 

 Plastics: Most Easter egg moulded plastic is PET, denoted by a triangle with 
the number 1 inside. This can go into most plastic bottle collection systems. 
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What do you call a rabbit with fleas? 

Bugs Bunny. 
 

Why shouldn’t you tell an eater egg a joke? 

It might crack up. 
 

What do you call an egg from outer space? 

An EGG –straterrestial! 
 

Where does the eater bunny het his eggs? 

EGGplants! 
 

What happened the eater bunny when he got 
in misbehaved in school? 

He was Eggspelled! 
 

How id the eggs leave the motorway? 

They went through the EGGs-it! 
 

What do you get when you do an Irish jig at 
Mc Donald’s? 

A shamrock shake! 

Dear Aunt Aggie, 
My mam won’t let me go out with my 
friends as she doesn’t like them. I feel 
trapped staying in all the time. It gets 
lonely stuck in my room & it makes me 
feel lazy. It would help my social life if I 
could meet up with my friends more. 
How can I get my mam to understand 
that I need my friends? 

Thanks, trapped. 

Dear Trapped, 

Maybe if you could explain to your mam 
how you feel about not seeing your 
friends as much as you would like, she 
might let you meet them a bit more. 
She’s probably just worried about you. 
Does she have a reason not to like your 
friends? I think you need to sit down & 
talk to her. Hope this helps! 

A Day in the Life of a Roman Gladiator 

Written by: Louise Quirke (JC2) 

A guard walked up to me and shoved a net, a dagger and 
a trident towards me. ‘Get out of here now,’ he yelled, 
‘the Emperor is not happy, he wants at least one slave to 
die today’. As I walked into the ring in the middle of the 
Colosseum, the blinding sun forced me to cover my eyes. 
There were already three gladiators waiting for me – a 
Thracian armed with a sword and a shield, and two 
Samnites with oblong shields and short swords. I could 
see that the Emperor was not happy. The slaves were 
tired and their entertainment value was waning. I 
decided to give the Emperor and the audience a show. 

I rushed at the Thracian and managed to pierce his arm. 
He returned the favour with a gash to my left leg. I threw 
my net towards him and the distraction allowed me time 
to plunge my trident into his stomach. His groans made 

the audience cheer. As I pulled my trident from his 
belly, I turned my attention to the Samnites. They 
noticed me look in their direction, so they charged 
towards me. I braced myself, tackled them to the 
ground and dragged their helmets from their heads. 
One at a time, I stabbed them in the neck with my 
dagger. Eventually, I stood up, the audience erupted in 
applause. They looked to the Emperor. Without 
speaking, he raised his hand and my fate was decided 
with the cheers 
of the crowd as 
he gave me a 
‘thumbs up’. I 
had lived to fight 
another day, but 
it felt far more 
like a failure than 
a victory. 

Ms. Norris’s 1st Year Geography class raised €209.20 for Trocaire by 
holding a Bake Sale. 

TY Trip to Jump Zone Trampolining 

Below: The launch of the 
school bank took place in 
Bridgetown College on 
Friday 18th December 
2015. The bank is run by 
LC1 students: Emma 
Meaney, Alexa Biacsko, 
Karen O’Neill, Rebecca 
Burke, Sam Boxwell, 
Roisin Kelly and Chloe 
Sinnott. 

TY Trip to Jump Zone Trampolining 

Sketch by 

Shannon Finnegan (LC1) 
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Transition Year Students hit the 'Big Smoke' 

As part of our studies of 1916,TY students were led on a walking tour 
of all the key buildings and events that surrounded Easter week. Our 
tour guide Eoin met us at the gates of Trinity and guided us along the 
many stages of the Rising. He really brought the key events to life as 
we could visualise the rebels and the British battling it out for victory. 
We were all stunned when we saw bullets holes from the week in the 
statue of Daniel O' Connell on O' Connell street. We were also 
honoured to see members of the Defence Force erect the Tricolour 
outside the G.P.O. at 12 noon. Following this, we went to Croke Park 
for a fantastic tour of this amazing stadium. The sheer size of the 
pitch and the seating area was mind boggling. It has a capacity of 
82,000. We spent time in the players changing rooms and we even 
got to walk the infamous tunnel that leads one onto the pitch. The 
museum is a must see, so much history shrouds this institution. 
Jerseys, medals and trophies were all on display from matches over 
the 120 years. We also got time to do some sports challenges, 
Andrew Walsh succeeded in hitting a sliotar at a rate of 121 kmph, 
beating all his fellow classmates! 

Thanks to Ms. Walsh & Ms. Kelly for organising this trip. 

Young Social Innovators 

Written by: Áine Maher (TY) 

As part of our TY programme, Miss Fitzgerald introduced us to Y.S.I. 
This is a competition that encourages young people to re-imagine the 
world and empower us to bring our vision to life. Students are required 
to work on a social issue they feel is important and to create awareness 
of it in one’s community. In our YSI class we picked a topic that we 
thought was important, ‘Rural Crime.’ We researched online, read 
newspaper articles and talked to people affected. This helped educate 
us on the topic and we learnt more about different crimes happening. 
We made posters to advertise our project. As a team, we organised a 
‘Home Awareness’ morning. We invited guests and exhibitors to attend 
and we put together different committees in our class to help with this 
morning. 

We are going to Kilkenny on Wednesday the 8th of March for our ‘Speak 
Out Day’ where we will perform our project on stage for other schools 
and also see their projects. We have put a lot of work in to date and 
hope it pays off. We hope we will be successful on this day, and more 
importantly make a difference to our community. We would like to 
thank all our teachers who have helped us with this project so far. 

TY Social Innovators ‘Speak Out Day’ 

Q3. How 
Many 
Legs 
Do 
I have? 
Answer on page 15 

Q1. Two fathers and two sons ate three eggs for breakfast, 
each eating exactly one egg. How could that be? 
Answer on page 15 

Q2. What’s the angle between 
minute hand and hour hand at 
a quarter past three?  
Answer on page 15 

TY practising for the Social Innovators 
‘Speak Out Day’ 
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Election 2016 

Written by: Cian Cassidy (JC2) 

The 2016 General Election has proved very interesting since 
the last election in 2011, where we had a Fine Gael – Labour 
coalition. This election has seen Independent candidates and 
smaller parties continue to rise up in the polls. Mícheál 
Martin’s Fianna Fáil continues to come back into favour with 
the public. Gerry Adam’s Sinn Féin far left approach seems to 
have started to gain momentum. The final count saw, Fine 
Gael gain 50 seats, Fianna Fáil gain 44 seats, while Sinn Fein 
secured 23 seats in all. The situation as it stands is unclear as 
to who will lead our country as we have no clear majority. 

How did the parties’ campaigns affect their results? Enda 
Kenny, the leader of Fine Gael seems to have been wrapped 
up in bubble wrap throughout this election. To be fair the rest 
of the party leaders have been out meeting the people. While 
Mr Kenny will almost certainly keep his seat, his ‘Castlebar 
whingers’ comments can’t have gone down too well in his 
own constituency. 

Labour leader, Joan Burton was under some pressure to keep 
her seat in Dublin West. Labour appeared to be in trouble 
throughout the campaign. However there were few 
constituencies that could really indicate what may happen in 
this election right across the country from Dublin West, Clare 
and Donegal. 

Here in Wexford we have a five seat constituency. In 2011 
Independent Mick Wallace topped the poll, though he said 
himself he may not do as well this time around. Fine Gael’s 
Paul Kehoe looked certain of picking up a seat. Labour’s 
Brendan Howlin shouldn’t have to worry about his place 
either and you could say the same for Fianna Fáil’s James 

Brown, whose father John recently bowed out of 
politics. As for that fifth and final seat it looked to 
be still there for the taking, with lots of candidates 
hoping to secure a seat; Fine Gael’s Michael D’Arcy, 
Fianna Fáil’s Aoife and Malclom Byrne, Sinn Féin’s 
Johnny Mythen and Independent Ger Carthy. I 
predicted that the Wexford constituency would end 
up looking something like this 1 Independent, 1 
Fine Gael, 1 Labour and 2 Fianna Fáil. 

As all 158 seats have now been filled in the 
election, after a long weekend of counts, that has 
given the people more questions than answers. But 
the big losers were undoubtedly Labour, who have 
gone from 37 seats to just 7. Fine Gael have lost 27 
seats, while Fianna Fáil have gained 16 seats. Sinn 
Féin are up 9 seats but they didn’t poll as well as 
expected. The Healy Rae brothers Michael and 
Danny from Kerry managed to get 2.6 quotas 
between them, they finished with 34,204 votes. 

In Wexford, it was very different to the national 
picture. Labour’s Brendan Howlin topped the poll 
with 12071 votes, he was followed by Independent 
Mick Wallace who was elected after 13 counts. 
Fianna Fáil’s James Brown was elected after 
reaching the quota on the 10th count. While Fine 
Gael’s Paul Kehoe and Michael D’Arcy were both 
deemed elected, without reaching the quota. 

All in all it was a good day for the opposition parties 
and a very bad day indeed for the outgoing 
government. Now just one question remains where 
next for the members of the 32nd Dáil? Watch this 
space!! 

Coastal Erosion Continues at Sea View 

Written by: Horens Reinholds & Lucas Stan (JC1) 

‘Sea View’ is located only 5 kilometres from us here in Bridgetown College, but has an 
extreme problem with coastal erosion. The area is made up of a very soft glacial till 
(from the Ice Age), which is easily eroded by processes like abrasion that throw the 
stones against the cliffs. There are at least a dozen houses at risk from coastal erosion 
here. 

Then, between the 14th of December 2013 and the 14th of February 2014 the area was 
attacked by 15 storms, five of which had winds gusting force 10-11. Crucially for Sea 
View, these storms came from a south to south easterly direction. A local man, Mr. 
Frank Lonergan told us that over these two months approximately 4-5 metres of land 
was eroded from the coastline.  The access road for a dozen houses was swept away. 
This particular road was the second road that had been built since 2008. Wexford 
County Council was found to be responsible for the road access and during 2014 they 
installed a new road and they put rock armour in place to protect the road at that 
point. 

Away from the rock armour however, we saw plenty of evidence of erosion still 
happening. Proof of erosion occurring could be a disused water pipe hanging from the 
cliff top, as well as overhanging grass and recent collapse. Some residents there have 
responsibility over their own land, so they are forced to invest in their own coastal 
protection. Now, they are left hoping for calmer years to come. 
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A Short Story 

Written by: Nicolas Cornejo (JC1) 

Ms. Hummford typed away on her laptop as she 
plopped down onto her seat. 
“All right, students, I’m calling the roll now” she 
informed the class. “Blake Adams?” 
“Here” Blake murmured, with lack of enthusiasm. 
“Kaylee Anderson?” 
“Here” Kaylee declared, sounding much more 
excited than Blake. 
“Brawley Baker?” 
“HERE!” boomed Brawley at the top of his voice. 
“Enough Brawley” ordered Ms. Hummford, as she 
continued calling the roll. 
“OK! Done!” announced the excited art teacher, 
looking forward to beginning her lesson, “Today, 
you’ll be continuing your projects. Remember, your 
deadline is tomorrow, and if they’re not finished it’s 
an automatic fail. Am I clear?” 
“Yes, Miss” chimed the class. 
“Now, I’ll be out for a while. I have a meeting. Be 
good while I’m gone” Ms. Hummford informed the 
class, leaving the room and swiftly closing the door 
behind her. 
“Paint fight!” bellowed Brawley. As soon as the 
words came out of his mouth the entire class turned 
into a riot, all bar two students that is. 
“Ugh, please no, it’ll ruin my piece!” complained 
Kaylee. 
“And we’ll get in trouble!” added Blake. 
“Yeah, no one cares” snapped Brawley, “come on 
everyone! Paint fight!” 
Brawley hurled an open can of purple paint at 
Kaylee, who managed to duck just in time, with the 
paint splashing all over the wall. “Hey!” she yelled, 
“That almost hit me! And the wall is purple now!” 
Soon it was more than just purple, as blue glitter, 
paper aeroplanes, clay and many more strange 
objects were tossed at the poor brick wall. 
“This is why I hate art! Everybody messes!” said an 
exasperated Blake, just before a small figurine hit his 
head. “Ow!” 
“Well, you’ll get what you deserve now” Kaylee told 
Brawley with a sense of smugness, “Ms. Hummford 
is on her way back right now”. 
“FUDGE!” vented Brawley, “This might be my fifth 
detention this week!”. Blake and Kaylee rolled their 
eyes at this claim. 
“I’m back! I can’t wait to-” Ms. Hummford stared at 
the classroom wall, which was now a gigantic glittery 
mess. “I....I... I’m sp...speechless...” she stuttered.  
Kaylee smirked at Brawley.  
“It’s beautiful! What a lovely piece of abstract art to 
make this dull classroom exciting! Wowie!” praised 
Ms. Hummford. 
Kaylee’s jaw hit the floor as she heard this. Brawley 
stuck his tongue out at her, causing Kaylee’s face to 
turn as red as a tomato. 
“Actually, they were messi-“ Blake began, before 
Brawley placed his hand on the boy’s mouth. “What 
Blake was going to say was that we worked so hard 
on this for you”, lied Brawley. 
“Well, thank you all so much. I love it! No homework 
for everyone!” declared Ms Hummford joyfully. 
Brawley surged forward to Blake and Kaylee. “Hehe, 
you suckers. I win and you lose” he tormented. 
Ms. Hummford caught sight of this. “Brawley, see 
me after class” she ordered with a cross face... 

Green Schools Competition run by Neat Streets on 
Instagram. 

Instabin winners: Barry Roche and Dylan O Brien (JC3) with 
Céalan Ward, Michael Harvey and Darragh Furlong (JC2). 

They uploaded two videos and won two €50 one4all 
vouchers. 

Students can watch their winning entries @neatstreets1 on 
Instagram. 

Winter Storms 

Written by: Cian Cassidy (JC2) 

As you know, this winter was pretty stormy. The two 
storms that immediately come to mind are ‘Storm Frank’ 
and ‘Storm Desmond’. The worst effects of these storms 
were felt in the west of the country, but that’s not to say 
the south east escaped altogether. Most of the flooding 
happened around the river Shannon but closer to home, 
Enniscorthy was badly hit. 

The River Shannon broke its banks early in the winter and 
towns like Athlone and Carrick-On-Shannon were badly hit. 
Some people have now had their properties either 
surrounded or flooded since early December - nearly four 
months marooned by water.  

On the 30th of December 2015 Storm Frank battered Ireland 
and the UK. Some of the areas affected were Bandon, 
Mallow, Clonmel, Carrick-On-Suir, Graiguenamanagh and 
Bridgetown. One of the worst floods in living memory hit 
Enniscorthy. In response, the then Minister for Public 
Expenditure and Reform, Brendan Howlin signed a contract 
for a flood relief scheme for Enniscorthy. Plans will 
include… 

· Defence walls on both sides of the river. 

· Flood diversion channel south of town. 

· Widening and deepening of channel. 

· Deepening of river between bridges. 

· New bridge 100 meters south of Seamus Rafter Bridge. 

It will be very 
interesting indeed 
to see how many 
of these proposals 
will actually be 
implemented. 
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An Account of 1916 Easter Rising  

Written by: Connie Schwarz (LC1) 

The outbreak of World War I brought the negotiations between the Irish Home Rule Party and the British 
government for a sovereign Ireland to an abrupt halt. But some extreme nationalists, these mainly being the Irish 
Republican Brotherhood did not want to wait until after the war for an independent state. So they decided to plan 
a rebellion against the British government. As Britain was deeply involved in the war, they considered Easter 1916 
to be a suitable time to try and secure a republic for Ireland. They believed, ‘England’s difficulty is Ireland’s 
opportunity’, they hoped that they would be able to defeat the British as so many soldiers were fighting in the war. 
The main figures involved at this stage were Padraig Pearse, Joseph Plunkett and Eamonn Ceannt. 

Their aim was to get total independence from Britain.  They needed more support, more men and weapons to 
proceed with their plans. They received support from long time members of the I.R.B., Tom Clarke and Sean 
MacDiarmada. They needed the support of the Irish Volunteer Force, this was an army set up in 1913 in response 
to the Ulster Volunteer Force. Eoin MacNeill, leader of the Irish Volunteer Force was against any plans to take on 
the British. To overcome this problem, Pearse and the newly formed Military Council informed MacNeill  on 
Wednesday 19th of  April of the ‘Castle Document’. This document was forged by the Military Council, it claimed 
that the British government were planning to disarm the Volunteers, it contained a list of people including leading 
Volunteers who were to be rounded up by authorities. Because of it MacNeill decided to join the rising with the 
Irish Volunteers. James Connolly and the Irish Citizen Army and Cumann na mBan were also supporting the I.R.B’s 
plans. 

Roger Casement had been sent to Germany earlier in the year to get troops and guns for the rising but he failed to 
get them into Ireland. On Holy Thursday, his ship the ‘Aud’ had been detected by the British, so he sank the ship off 
the coast of Kerry rather than allowing the British to take all the ammunition. On Holy Saturday, MacNeill wanted 
to stop the rising after hearing of the loss of these weapons, but the other leaders disagreed. A notice appeared in 
the ‘Sunday Independent ‘ordering that ‘no parades, marches or other movements of the Irish Volunteers will take 
place.’ However all seven members of the military council had decided to go ahead with their plans for the rising, 
even if only having a limited supply of weapons and people. 

On Monday 24th of April the Easter Rising began. Pearse read the ‘Proclamation’ outside of the G.P.O. This 
document was signed by all seven signatories of the Military Council, these being Pearse, Plunkett, Ceannt, Clarke, 
Connolly, MacDonagh and MacDiarmada. It outlined that Ireland was now to be governed by a Provisional 
Government. The rebels took over several buildings in Dublin including the General Post Office, which became their 
headquarters. The rising was mainly concentrated in Dublin as mixed messages from MacNeill caused a lot of 
confusion throughout the country as well as in Dublin. A flag was raised on the G.P.O, with the words ‘Irish 
Republic’ on it. The rebels took over the Four Courts, Mendicity Institution, South Dublin Union, Jacob’s factory, 
College of Surgeons and Boland’s Mill.  As the week progressed the British began to send their troops under the 
command of General Maxwell. He would not back down until the rebels were beaten. The Irish were no match for 
the British with their armoured tanks and plentiful supply of weapons and men. The British sent the Helga( a 
gunboat) which shelled Liberty Hall. On Friday the 28th, the GPO was on fire and the rebels broke through the walls 
to nearby Moore Street. On Saturday the 29th the rebels decided to surrender. Pearse made this decision as he saw 
many civilians dying in the attacks. Nurse Margaret Farrell got orders from Sean MacDiarmada to inform General 
Lowe of Pearse’s wishes. A white flag was hung out of one of the house to ensure she wasn’t fired on. She also 
waved a small white flag, which she carried and the military ceased firing as she entered and the top of Moore 
Street into Great Britain Street (now called Parnell Street). Pearse presented Lowe with his letter of surrender that 
afternoon. The city was now in flames, many buildings destroyed, families torn apart by the huge loss of life, and 
looting was rampant. Dubliners were angry that their city was destroyed. The rising lasted six days. In the early 
days after the rising, the majority of people were angry with the rebels. They blamed them for the huge damage 
caused to the city. However after the rising when the British arrested 3000 men, 485 people lost their lives and 16 
men were executed, (the majority in Kilmanham Gaol) there was a change in public opinion. Those who were 
executed were seen as martyrs and a strong anti British sentiment developed after 1916. 

Shelling of the Four Courts City in ruins 

Flag that flew on the roof of the GPO during the Rising. Pearse presents his letter of surrender to General Lowe. 
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1916 An Alternative Account of this Interesting Week 

Written by: Shane Waters (JC2) 

You can’t turn on the telly without hearing the word, ‘1916.’ You can’t go into a bookshop without seeing another 
publication on ‘1916’ on the bookshelf....the radio is another outlet, aswell as a bar of chocolate! Most of you think 
it was just a long week of fighting and in reality, it was a week of serious carnage. However below are some 
amusing or unusual facts about the week: 

1. It is believed that Joseph Plunkett was an Algerian Roller skater Champion, as he spent a lot of time there 
recovering from T.B. 

2. The rebels sent the world’s first news broadcast. 

3. In Cork the rebels didn’t fight because a priest said so! 

4. One rebel sniper, Matt Stafford was 67 years old, he had fought in the Fenian Rising of 1867. 

5. Jacobs Biscuit factory was occupied by the rebels. They ate all the biscuits and used the tins as alarms. 

6. During his execution, James Connolly gripped his chair so hard a piece of wood was buried with him. 

7. A volunteer in Mount Street fired his rifle. He woke up an hour later with a chipped tooth and a bullet stuck in 
the window sill, he had held it the wrong way. 

8. Train boilers were put on Guinness trucks and used as armoured cars. 

9. The ducks were fed everyday in St. Stephen’s Green by the groundskeeper. 

10. Enniscorthy was last to surrender, they needed Pearse to order them directly. 

11. Sweet shops were among the first looted. 

1916 Quiz 

Answer all ten questions below, and drop your answers into ‘The Bridge’ post-box at reception. Results will be 
announced after the Easter Holidays. Remember to include your name and tutor 
group with your answers. 

Q1. What group of extreme nationalists wanted to stage a rising? 

Q2. What was the aim of this group? 

Q3. What was meant by the phrase,’ England’s difficulty is Ireland’s opportunity’? 

Q3. Name one key figure who was against the Rising? 

Q4.  What was the Castle Document? 

Q5. Who read the Proclamation outside the G.P.O.? 

Q6. What day did the Rising start? 

Q7. Name one building occupied by the rebels? 

Q8. Why did Pearse surrender? 

Q9. Who gave word of surrender to the British? 

Q10. How many people were executed after the rising?  

A brief history of St. Patrick’s Day 

Written by: Ben Nagle (JC2) 

St. Patrick and shamrocks are key symbols associated 
with Ireland. St Patrick’s Day is a widely celebrated 
holiday both in Ireland and across the globe.  St. Patrick 
allegedly was captured by Irish pirates from his home in 
Britain. Patrick was taken to Ireland where he became a 
slave and looked after animals. He escaped after 6 years 
and returned to his family, after becoming a cleric he 
returned to Ireland. In later life he served as an ordained 
bishop. By the seventeenth century he had come too be 
revered as the patron saint of Ireland.  

Weird and Wonderful Facts about St. Patrick's Day 

The world’s first recorded St. Patrick's Day Parade took 
place in Boston on March 18th 1737.It was a century 
later when Ireland began parades on the holiday. 1000 
lbs. of green dye was poured into the Chicago River for 
St. Patrick's Day in 1961, today however only 25lbs of 
green dye is used. 

St. Patrick allegedly banished snakes from Ireland, 

however Ireland never had any snakes…  

For many years blue was associated with St. Patrick, not 
green which was considered unlucky. 

Guinness sales soar on St. Patrick's Day, on a normal 
day 5.5 million pints are sold, on St. Patrick's Day this 
number doubles. 

St. Patrick's name wasn't Patrick's, it as Maewyn Succt, 
but he changed his name to Patricius after he became a 
Priest. 

300 parades are held in the U.S.A. every year for St. 
Patrick’s Day. 
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A visit from the French Theatre for Schools 

Written by Laura Divilly (JC2) 

“Le Rendez-Vous” was a play preformed by the French Theatre 
for Schools (F.T.F.S.) and to 2nd and 3rd year students. The play is 
about a man, Vanya, and his friends who were going to Paris to 
see U2 play in concert. Vanya and his friends arrive at Paris in 
the early afternoon leaving them a few hours to go sightseeing 
before the concert begins but Vanya has other plans. He has 
arranged to meet his pen pal, Marège, in a little café called “Le 
Coeur de Paris” not too far from where she lives. To get to the 
café Vanya has to get many buses and ask for directions but he 
is cheated and lied to many times before he finally reaches his 
destination. Vanya and Marège agree that he will wear a red hat 
and she will wear a blue scarf. Once they both arrive at the café, 
they chat for a while and agree to meet up soon. Vanya is very 
happy with the way that his afternoon has gone with Marège 
but his happiness is brief as he gets lost once again, but this 
time he has no money! He then has to find a way back to the 
concert and make sure he is on time. 

I thoroughly enjoyed the play as it was witty and 
foolish yet educational. There were many 
catchy tunes and the cast was excellent in 
engaging the audience. They made great use of 
the space and did not hesitate to grab members 
of the audience to help them on stage. They 
projected their voices perfectly and they talked 
slowly enough so that we could understand 
most of what they were saying. They had a 
great use of props, which included sock 
puppets, toy buses, guitars and much more.  

The actors were very spontaneous and did 
many entertaining things such as sit on the laps 
of audience members and give noisy people 
facetious glares. They were highly enticing and 
gave the room such a happy air it was 
impossible not to smile while watching them. 
They did an excellent job performing for us and 
I would gladly watch their play again. 

Merci beaucoup! 

Junior Cycle Book Review - The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins 

Written by Anonymous, 2nd Year Resource English. 

Intense… This book summed up in a nutshell. Rachel, the mysterious, puzzle- like main character has 
you gripped from the start. At first you can’t imagine how her daily routine travelling on the London 
slow train can be of any interest, but when you are introduced to the couple on Blenheim road, your 
imagination runs free. Rachel has an obsession with these people, and it goes beyond admiration of 
their seemingly perfect life. Rachel portrays a very jealous person towards the couple, it reminds her 
of what her life could’ve been like- in love and happy… Until one day she only wished her eyes were 
deceiving her, this one moment changed her whole perception of everything. 

The Girl on the Train overall could be called thrilling- and a definite page turner. 

Senior Cycle Book Review - The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger 

Written by: Amy Davies (LC2) 

I had anticipated reading this book for quite 
some time, considering that it remains one of 
the best ever written about adolescence – 
despite efforts to have it banned due to its 
candid illustration of 1950’s New York, and the 
raw identity of the protagonist who recounts the 
story. 

We are dropped into the bleak and restless 
world of Holden Caulfield, a rebellious young 
man who has been kicked out of a boarding 
school yet again for failing most of his classes. 
He is 16, grey-haired, and very out of shape 
because he smokes too much. He leaves early, 
and heads home to Manhattan, staying 
temporarily in a hotel. We are drawn into a whirlwind of hotels, drinks, 
friends and dates as Holden's already fragile psyche begins to unravel 
before us. We see the delicate teenager struggle with themes like 
growing up and the protection of innocence, something Holden sees as 
a primary virtue throughout the novel, often manifested in the form of 
his younger sister, Phoebe. 

I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book, as I felt that Holden, his dialect 
and attitude were extremely recognizable to me. This made the book 
easy to read, and the fact that Salinger has quite a leisurely way of 
pacing the storyline made each chapter flow seamlessly into the next. 
However, if you prefer something more action packed and full of 
momentum, this book may not be right for you. At times I felt that 
Holden would ramble on slightly, often about minor, insignificant 
details. 

Despite that, I think that this book should be read by everyone, as it 
captures perfectly the melancholy and angst-filled years of adolescence, 
something that the majority of people will be familiar with. The persona 
of Holden Caulfield is someone to whom we can all relate at some point 
in our lives: a frail, alternately depressed and bigoted boy, crumbling in 
the shadows of the big city and all its predominance. 

LC2 Trip to ‘Big Maggie’ 

Sketch by 

Tara Power (LC1) 
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The Harmony Program 

Written by: Ms. Creevey 

On Tuesday the 24th of February LCA1’s and LCA2’s 
took part in an all day workshop with ‘The Harmony 
Program’. The workshop used the music of well-
known pop stars and rappers as a way of creating 
awareness of the negative impact of drug and 
alcohol misuse. All students found the workshop 
extremely enjoyable as they listened to songs and 
identified the message that each one carried. Roger, 
the workshop leader was very interesting and open 
about his own experiences and the students enjoyed 
his upbeat manner and enthusiasm. One of the 
highlights was getting to hear him rap and sing his 
own story as he was a very talented performer. In 
the afternoon the students got the opportunity to 
write their own rap song. They were given guidelines 
to follow and even got to perform them. A very 
enjoyable day was had by all. 

Rap Song composed by LCA students 

He started off with no one there for to hold on, 

Turned 16 he was out abusing bongs. 

Getting in trouble with the guards 

Getting in fights coming out in scars 

When he was younger he had nobody to get him through 
the hunger 

No money for food, no money for booze 

The kid had nothing to lose and got chucked out of school. 

Didn’t care because he had enough of them drugs 

His mother called him scum for hanging out with thugs 

But there was only one thing left  

Only thing he could do is lie and theft 

Never got caught because he was the best. 

This isn’t a game 

Because life is a test 

But his test ended when he got capped in the chest,  

His life flashed before him but knew it was too late 

Now sees a light and God and the gate 

Guess Who’s Bach 

Written by: LC1 Music Class 

After three long years Bach is back! Our class were not very excited when we heard 
that we would be studying about the composer Johann Sebastian Bach for our Leaving 
Cert. We thought he would be boring because ‘Bach’ in the day there wasn’t much 
going on.  But little did we know he actually led quite an interesting life. 

Born in 1685 he was born into one of the biggest musical families in the world.  He 
composed music in the Baroque style which was the ‘Baroque n’ Roll’ of its time.  Bach 
received his first lessons on organ from his brother and so it all began. He got his first 
job in a church in Arnstadt in Germany. This church is now referred to as ‘The Bach 
Church’. 

He got married twice and had 20 children. His first wife was his second cousin and he 
had 7 children with her. Being the romantic he was he wrote a book of love songs for 
his 2nd wife (and we can’t even get a text back!) 

He was a dedicated, passionate follower of the composer Buxtehude and he walked 
450 miles (literally) to see him perform. He was pretty much the equivalent of a 16th 
century Belieber!! 

In 1717 Bach’s employer had him put in jail for trying to leave his job. He knew that if 
he left his position with him he would never come back. During his time in jail, Bach 
wrote 46 pieces. 

Bach loved coffee. He even wrote a cantata (a musical work) about a young woman 
who was addicted to it. 

As he got older he gradually became blind and underwent painful surgery that only 
made it worse. 

Throughout his life he composed many types of music. These 
included organ works, chamber music, Cantatas, Sonatas for solo 
violin, concertos and choral works. Some of his most famous 
pieces include ‘The Well-Tempered Clavier’, St Matthew’s Passion, 
Mass in B minor and St. John’s Passion. 

He died on the 28th of July 1750 in Liepzig, Germany. His musical 
genius, however, was not recognised until nearly 100 years after 
he died. In 1977 three recordings of his pieces were sent into 
space on the ‘Voyager’ spacecraft. 

AND SO THE CANTATA SAGA CONTINUES…….. 
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Leaving Cert Applied students examine the world around us!! 
As part of L.C.A. students must complete a Contemporary Issues Task, for this they must research a 

particular topic and present their findings. Have a read of these insightful topics... 

Topic: Why do young people give up sport as teenagers? 
Researcher: Dillion Parle 
From my research I found out that there are many reasons for 
giving up sport. Some of the studies suggest the following as 
the leading reasons: 1. No longer interested in the sport; 2. It 
was no longer fun; 3. The coach played favourites or was a 
poor teacher; and 4. Desire to participate in other activities.  
Studies by Chambers in 1985 revealed that lack of playing 
time, dislike of the coach, too much competition, too many 
other activities in which to participate, and lack of enjoyment 
are reasons for youth ending their sport participation. Other 
researchers have found similar reasons why girls and boys 
drop out of organized or team sports - for example, family/
money issues, health problems/ injuries, or interest in other 
activities.  
What did Dillion learn? Playing sport is very important for 
one’s mental health, it increases fitness, helps improve grades 
at school and encourages a lifelong passion for sport which 
leads to a longer and healthier life. 
What does Dillion want to see? I would propose that 
governments do greater research into the reasons why young 
people stop playing sport and perhaps take some steps to 
address these issues, such as helping people with fees for 
joining teams, provide vouchers for buying sports kits etc. I 
found my project most interesting and gained a lot of insight 
into the attitudes of young people towards sport . 

Topic: To understand what is Food Poverty? 
Researcher: Ryan O’ Reilly 
What did Ryan learn? This is when people don’t 
have enough money to buy food to last the week 
and are often hungry until the next time they get 
paid. 600,000 people in Ireland are affected by 
food poverty. ‘Food poverty’ is defined as the ina-
bility to access a nutritionally adequate diet and is 
a significant issue for many people in Ireland.  It is 
a complex issue that incorporates education, 
transport, literacy, culture and environmental 
planning. 
What are Ryan’s suggestions to help end this 
problem? I now know people throw out a lot of 
food that they buy, while others don’t seem to 
have enough money for food. ‘Safefood’ has print-
ed a book called 101+Square Meals which was de-
veloped by the HSE and MABS (the money advice 
and budgeting service) and is used by many people 
to promote budgeting and cooking skills. I then 
decided to make a recipe book using food that 
people often throw out. I also added hints for 
getting the most out of the food and avoiding 
waste. If you are interested in more information 
check out www.safefood.eu  

Topic: What are the effects of Facebook? 
Researcher: Ebony Roche 
What did Ebony learn? I found out that Facebook has about 
3million active users a day. You can find long lost family online 
too and there’s more bullying on social media than school. 

Topic: ‘Does social media impact on body image?’ 
Researcher: Delphine Roche 
What did Delphine learn? 13-15 year old students in some 
schools take a lot from what they see on social media and how 
quickly just one photograph can be shared and how many 
people can see it in a short space of time. I also discovered 
that young people experience difficulties in adapting to 
changing from primary to secondary school as well as the 
added pressures that the presence of social media can bring. I 
also learned about the effects of body image and how it affects 
people and the image of themselves and everyone around 
them. This can lead to someone having depression, eating 
disorders such as anorexia and bulimia, and unhealthy dieting. 
I learned a lot about the issue and will never again look at a 
magazine photo in quite the same way realising that it is more 
than likely ‘photo shopped.’ 

Topic: Farm Safety 
Researcher: Conor Rochford. 
Farming is the most dangerous occupation in 
Ireland. Between 1996 and 2011, 46 children and 
young person died as a result of farm accidents. It 
is shocking to realise that almost half of all 
workplace fatalities in Ireland occur in farming. 
What did Conor learn? Tractors account for the 
highest proportion of fatalities and accidents each 
year. The causes of vehicle accidents include being 
crushed, struck, pinned under or falling from the 
vehicle. Poor operation of vehicles particularly 
when reversing is another main cause of fatalities. 
In 2012 alone 21 people died on farms and each 
year 3,000 serious injuries occur on Irish farms. 

Topic: Is there a need for a Hurling Wall in St. Anne’s G.A.A.? 
Researcher: Sean Wickham 
I wanted to investigate if my local club would benefit from a 
hurling wall being built. I spoke to local players’ and managers 
in the club and I found that a lot of people were in favour of 
this idea. 
What did Sean learn? My survey informed me that most 
people were in favour of my idea and that most people would 
use the facility more than twice a week. Hurling walls are a 
very useful facility for improving the skills of young players 
particularly their hand eye coordination. It also teaches them 
team work which is essential on the field of play. It also 
encourages active listening as the players have to listen to the 
instructions of the manager.  

Topic: The damage caused by Alcoholism  
Researcher: Patricia Walsh 
What did Patricia learn? Alcoholism can do 
damage to your body and here are some of the 
things I found out. 1. Harmful drinking in Ireland is 
highest among 18-24 year old age group at 75%. 
2.Irish 16 to 17-year-olds spend an average of 
€20·09+ per week on alcohol, this amounts to an 
illegal alcohol market of €145m in this 
country.3.Excessive drinking also affects walking 
and makes your vision blurred and your speech 
slurred.4.Scientists believe that it is mostly red 
wine that causes the heart disease. 5. Heavy 
drinking can cause cirrhosis of the liver where 
damage to the liver causes scar tissues to build up 
which can then lead to cancer. 
What are Patricia’s suggestions to help deal with 
this problem? 
Have a look at the websites www.YourMental 
health.ie.  Ring ‘Alcohol Action Ireland’, a national 
charity for alcohol related issues and provides 
information and education on these issues to 
schools and the general public. ‘Alcoholics 
Anonymous’ is a group of people who share their 
experiences to help people stop drinking. It is free 
to attend and is completely anonymous. ‘Alateen’ 
is a similar group for family members of problem 
drinkers. Talk to friends, go for counselling or have 
a private meeting with therapists. Finding other 
interests away from the pub or places where you 
used to drink can help one to give up excessive 
drinking and find a better life. 

Topic: Modified race cars and illegal street racing 
Researcher: Sean Marshall. 
What did Sean learn? I found that illegal street racing is 
extremely dangerous and expensive. I would recommend that 
if you wish to do street racing only do it at a local race track or 
drag strip that is private and have your car safety checked by 
professionals. 

http://www.safefood.eu
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The Oscars 2016... A bit more than just 
glamour and ball gowns! 

Written by: Mary Ellen Sugden (LC2) 

The Academy Awards took place on the 28th 
of February, 2016, and was a star-studded 
event filled with an array of many gifted 
individuals from all spectrums of the movie 
industry. Amongst those who took home 
awards were Leonardo DiCaprio, who won 
his first Oscar for 'Best Actor' for his role in 
'The Revenant, and Brie Larson for 'Best 
Actress' for her role in the drama 'Room', a 
film based on the novel by Emma Donoghue 
of the same name. It cannot be disputed that 
all the people who won and were nominated 
for awards at this event were highly talented 
and deserving of the recognition they 
received for their hard work. 

Chris Rock hosted this year’s Academy 
Awards and was the highlight of the entire 
ceremony. Rock dedicated his opening 
monologue to an issue that was revolving 
around the Academy Awards in the time 
leading up the night: the trend 
'#OscarsSoWhite', highlighting the lack of 
diversity within the nominees in the 
categories, and also to the racial injustice 
being faced by people, particularly over the 
recent years.  

Rock started his monologue by saying, 
"Welcome to the Academy Awards, 
otherwise known as the white people's 
choice awards! You know, if they nominated 
presenters, I wouldn't get this job!" His 
speech was met with a lot of controversy but 
Chris Rock has never been one to shy away 
from the matters that other people never 
want to talk about. He had gripped the 
attention of the audience while on stage and 
succeeded in turning his jokes and comedy 
into something hard-hitting and thought-
provoking. 

Another thought-provoking moment in the 
show occurred during Leonardo DiCaprio’s 
speech. After the initial minute or so of 
displaying his gratitude to his loved ones and 
colleagues, he proceeded to direct the 
attention to the topic of climate change - a 
topic that DiCaprio holds dear to his heart. 
He has been an avid participant in 
environmental activism for numerous years 
now and proclaimed one of the most 
astounding facts on the night. "Making The 
Revenant was about man’s relationship to 
the natural world. A world that we 
collectively felt in 2015 as the hottest year in 
recorded history." He ended his speech by 
saying, "For our children’s children, and for 
those people out there whose voices have 
been drowned out by the politics of greed ... 
Let us not take this planet for granted." 

It is admirable that these two influential 
figures in Hollywood allocated their time in 
the spotlight to talk about these issues on a 
night that was watched by a large audience. 
The Academy Awards drew in approximately 
34-million viewers on the night; however, 
this was the lowest number of people to 
have watched the Oscars in eight years. 
Despite this, it was still a captivating night 
that celebrated the talent and hard work of 
those in the film industry, both old and new.  

Development Education! 

Written by: Rory Cassidy (JC2) 

Development Education is a programme that has been promoted in 
our school this year by Ms. Kelleher and Ms. Norris. So what is it? 
Development Education is a programme that looks at making people 
become conscious of inequality and injustice. It also aims to make 
people feel a social responsibility about issues that are going on in 
the world. Development Education aims to give students the chance 
to become positive members of society and strong members of their 
communities. It involves a number of subjects in our school 
currently and the aim is for more subjects to work on the topic of 
development education. CSPE, Geography, SPHE, Religion, Music, 
Art and Science are all currently involved. 

According to Ms. Norris the school is hoping to get a WWGS Global 
Passport which would be a great achievement for our school in the 
next couple of years. WWGS stands for ‘World Wise Global Schools’. 
We as a school are also hoping to gain a green flag next year which a 
lot of students will be familiar with from primary school.  

A number of projects have been going on throughout the school. 
First and second year students have been involved in a ‘Poetry 
Ireland Trocaire’ competition. LCA1 students have planned a ‘new 
town’ from scratch which had to include everything a town with a 
size of 3000 people would need. First year geography students will 
have a speaker from Trocaire and are also holding a bake sale to 
raise money for Trocaire. In first year also, geography and home 
economics students will be having a Fair Trade Blind Testing 
Experiment where, they taste fair trade products and compare them 
to products that they regularly use. Art students have completed a 
project called ‘ReCreate Indoor Garden’ which used all recycled 
materials. Religion projects have also been carried out on Malala 
Yousafazai and finally, TY students have organised a ‘Litter League’, 
with the cleanest social area in line to win a treat afternoon. 

So hopefully we can achieve our goals and make a difference in a 
world that is currently suffering from a lot of injustice and 
inequality. 

David Bowie Tribute 

Written by: Nicolas Cornejo (JC1) 

David Bowie, born on January 8th 
1947, was one of music’s biggest 
ever legends. His first claim to fame was when he released is debut 
single “Liza Jane”, which was credited to Davie Jones and the King 
Bees. The single wasn’t successful at all. Bowie went on to join the 
Manish Boys, and their single “I Pity The Fool” wasn’t successful 
either. Bowie’s first solo single, “The Laughing Gnome” failed to 
chart, just like his debut album “David Bowie”. Two years later, in 
1969 Bowie had his first success with songs such as “Space Oddity” 
and “Memory Of A Free Festival”. Bowie’s next album, “The Man 
That Sold The World” went on to receive moderate success but his 
following album, “Hunky Dory”, was a massive success, and in 
1998, “Q” magazine ranked it as the 43rd best album of all time. In 
1972, for his next album entitled, “The Rise And Fall Of Ziggy 
Stardust And The Spiders From Mars”, Bowie created his alter-ego, 
known as “Ziggy Stardust”. Stardust is “the human manifestation 
of an alien who attempts to present humanity with a message of 
hope and peace in the last five years of existence”. Bowie went on 
to release even more successful albums, with the likes of “Aladdin 
Sane”, “Pin Ups” and “Heroes”. After winning numerous awards, 
including three Brits and two Grammy’s, starring in films and much 
more, fast forward to 2016 when he released his final album, 
“Blackstar”. Two days later, on January 10th 2016, Bowie passed 
away from liver cancer. Bowie will always be known as a music 
legend, after selling 140 million albums, being induced in The Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame and being proclaimed as “The Best Rockstar 
ever” by The Rolling Stones. He has influenced contemporary 
artists with his flamboyant and ever-changing image, his 
theatricality, his two different coloured eyes and his controversies. 
His duets have also changed the world, with magnificent 
performances with stars such as Bing Crosby, John Lennon and 
Cher. Bowie’s music and controversies will live on forever. 
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Happy Birthday 
25th March 

Happy Birthday 

Ebony Roche 

Jessica Stafford 

16th March 
Gergo Biacsko 
Joshua Burke 

Méigan Rossiter 
Adam Totto 

Roisin O’Connor 
Cadan Devlin 

26th March 

Happy Birthday 

Chloe Bates 

Kathlyn Kelly 

19th March 
Happy  

Birthday 
Jack Devereux 

29th March 

Big Happy Birthday 

Aoife Dixon 

Finn Bennett 

Jake Conlon 

Mark Wilson 

20th March 

James Conlon 

Happy 

Birthday 

24th March 

Happy Birthday to 

Ciaran Atkins Bradley 

Hope you have a 
good day!!!! 

27th March 

Easter Sunday 

Happy Birthday 

Rory Farrell 

15th March 

Katie White 

Ashling Hennessy 

Reece de la Cour 

Safer Internet Day 

Written by: Juliet Rochford (JC1) 

On Tuesday the 9th of February our school and many schools in Ireland and 
Europe celebrated Safer Internet Day. It is an EU wide initiative to encourage 
young people to think about online safety. We celebrated this day to show you 
can enjoy the internet while using it safely. Second year students designed posters 
on tips about staying safe online. These posters had tips on managing your online 
reputation and how to deal with cyber bullying. These were displayed around the 
school. Many of our teachers marked the day by discussing internet safety with 
their classes. During our French class with Miss Foley we talked about spotting 
fake social media accounts, how to stay safe and we watched some videos on the 
topic. One video explained how quickly photos can go viral. We then all made a 
pledge on a heart shaped piece of paper, we wrote down what we would do to 
make the internet a better place. This was part of #shareaheart. I wrote " I pledge 
never to post mean comments". We were then given out wristbands and badges 

at the end of the lesson. We also took 
part in a ‘Super Selfie’ competition. 
Schools entered this competition 
nationwide. Miss Foley took a picture 
in the yard. Students then went online 
and voted for their favourite. Safer 
Internet Day is an important thing to 
promote and support in this 
technological age. 

A big thank you to Miss Foley for 
organising this event in our school. 

Super selfie in the yard to 
entered the competition  Students with their #shareaheart pledges to make the Internet a better place. 

17th March 
Saoirse Redmond 

Patricia Walsh 
Jordan Comerford 

Well done to the winners of the  

January Numeracy Puzzle  

Caitlin Bennett and Clara Ryan 
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WANTED 
Writers, photographers, reporters,  

cartoonists, artists. 
If you would like to be part of 

The Bridge Team, contact: 
Ms. Toomey/Ms. Walsh 

or email: thebridge2014@outlook.com 

Page 5 (Q1) There are three people- a grandfather, a father and a grandson. Therefore, the father is both a son and 
a father. 

Page 5 (Q2) 7.5 degrees 

Page 5: (Q3) The elephant has 4 legs 

Well done to the winners of the  

February Numeracy Puzzle  

Jason Ellard and Ashling Hennessy 

U16 Basketball Match 

Written by: Naoise Ward & Tyra Brennan (JC3) 

On the 6th January the U16 girls Basketball team 
travelled to Dingle, Co Kerry to play in the All Ireland  
play offs  hoping to secure a place in the All Ireland final. 
The girls, accompanied by their coach Ms. Manning, Ms. 
Brennan and some supporting parents left the school at 
11:30 that morning.  

After a very long journey and some stops along the way 
the girls finally arrived at the Dingle Harbour Lodge at 
6:30pm that evening. After settling into their room, 
which had 6 bunkbeds and an en-suite, everyone walked 
to a nearby pub in the town for their dinner (it was 
thoroughly enjoyed). The team then gathered in the 
reception area of the B&B where Ms. Manning gave the 
girls a pep talk. 

The next morning the girls arose early to get ready for 
the day ahead. They were treated to a full Irish breakfast 
and they set off for Colaiste Ìde an Daingean where the 
games were to be played. The girls put up 2 great fights 
against both Colaiste Ìde an Daingean (Kerry) and Pobail 
Scoil Setanta (Dublin), but were unfortunately defeated. 
Everyone on the team played really well and even 
though they were beaten in both matches no one gave 
up until the bitter end. The competition was strong as 

both the teams had reached this stage in previous 
years so the experience will really stand to the 
Bridgetown girls. 

After a quick lunch in Mc Donald’s and a repair of a 
flat tyre the team and supporters began the long 
journey home again… Well done to all the team, you 
did the school proud & this success will be something 
we can build on for next year and hopefully get to the 
All-Ireland semi-finals. 

Sketch by 

Johanna Hooss (LC1) 

Sketch by 

Leah Cheung (LC1) 

Sketch by 

Laura Gutherie (JC3) 
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Bridgetown Basketball Diaries 

Written by: Juliet Rochford (Jc1) 

On Tuesday the 23rd of February, Bridgetown's first year girls 
basketball team had a brilliant win against the students from 
Loreto Secondary School. The match was played in our school, 
where we were supported by our fellow students. We took 
lead in the first 7 minute quarter when Shauna White scored a 
perfect basket making the score 2 to 0. It only got better from 
there with baskets from Laura Donnellan, Annabel Dunlop 
Doyle, Nadine Cunningham, Ciara Murphy and I. Half way 
through the game, the score was eighteen baskets to eleven, 
Bridgetown were feeling hopeful that a win was coming our 
way. Loreto upped their game in the third and last quarter 
scoring a good few baskets and catching up but our girls just 
kept on going and were too strong. We finished off with a total 
of twenty-four baskets to twelve. Loreto didn't get ahead once, 
yet the atmosphere was tense the whole way through. Proudly 
we lined up to shake hands when the final whistle was blown. 
This win has brought us up to the quarter-finals. We haven't 
lost a game yet so hopefully we will be as successful in the 
quarter-finals. Thanks to our coaches for their wonderful 
guidance. Fingers crossed!! 

The day of reckoning arrives...the South East Region Quarter 
Finals on Friday 4th of March. We played Tullow Community 
School from Co. Carlow in our own school. The starting five 
were Clara Ryan, Kshusha Zorikina, Nadine Cunningham, 
Rebecca Stafford and I. For the second quarter we had Annabel 
Dunlop Doyle, Laura Donnellan, Shauna White, Ciara Murphy 

and Leah Busher. After the first two quarters the 
score was nine to two after that everyone was 
switched on, there was a nail biting atmosphere 
at times and we finished with a score of twenty-
seven to four. Now we have to focus on our next 
big challenge, the South East Region Semi Final 
next week!! C’mon Bridgetown, we can do it!! 

Team: Annabel Dunlop Doyle, Shauna White, 
Clara Ryan, Leah Busher, Rebecca Stafford, Juliet 
Rochford, Nadine Cunningham, Laura Donnellan, 
Trinity Ruddock, Tori Doyle, Ciara Murphy, Ciara 
Nash, Ksusha Zorikina and Angelika Szedeli. 

Poor Irish Performance leave Ireland with only 1 point 

Written by: Rory Cassidy (JC2) 

In recent years the Irish rugby team has had plenty of 
success in the RBS Six Nations, however this year going 
into the tournament Irish rugby fans would probably have 
written off Ireland to win a third consecutive 
championship. After the World Cup Irish provinces had 
what the media branded a ‘post world-cup hangover’ with 
the provinces doing very badly in the European Champions 
Cup. So going into the Six Nations most pundits were 
backing us to finish mid-table and so far it looks like they 
weren’t wrong. At the time of writing Ireland have played 
three games and have drawn one and lost two. Games 
against Scotland and Italy follow so perhaps we will make 
mid-table. 

The tournament started against Wales on a cold spring 
afternoon in Dublin. With everybody in high spirits Ireland 
began with a bang. By the end of the first half hour Ireland 
were winning 13-0 and optimism was high. However Wales 
finished the half in a similar way to how Ireland had begun 
the first half with a really impressive ten minute spell that 
had them trailing by three at half time 13-10. In the second 
half Ireland weren’t so good. Wales performed better than 
us in the second half and Ireland snatched a point with a 
late Johnny Sexton penalty. This was a good start for 
Ireland but given the way we started the game Irish fans 
would’ve been disappointed that they didn’t win the 
game. 

The second game in Paris came six days later. In the build-
up the media were concerned about the fitness of the Irish 
players after a bruising encounter in the Aviva. Paris tends 
to always be a difficult place to go for Ireland and it hasn’t 
always been a happy hunting ground for the Irish so 

everybody understood the seismic challenge that the 
Irish team faced. We started very well once again, like 
the week before but struggled to make a 
breakthrough. However three first half penalties from 
Johnny Sexton put us 9-3 up at the break. In recent 
years I noticed a tendency for our second half 
performances in Paris to be quite poor and we seem 
to struggle to score. Once again the same problems 
arose on a miserable day in the French capital as 
France’s converted try was the only score in the 
second half. Irish fans were very disappointed after 
this game because we were defeated by one point 
and once again we struggled to score a try in this 
game. 

After a one week break Joe Schmidt put faith in youth 
as we faced the English in Twickenham. A game 
against England is never easy but we started okay but 
however for most of the first half we defended 
English pressure heroically. At the break we were only 
behind by three points which was a bit of a miracle 
considering how many chances England had to score 
tries. In the second half we raced out of the traps and 
after England had a man sinbined we scored a try 
from Conor Murray after 45 minutes had confidence 
soaring. However, the English came back fighting. 
Two tries in four minutes really killed Ireland off but 
Ireland never gave up. We had so many chances but 
unfortunately we just couldn’t grind out a result. A 21
-10 victory for the English leaves us in fifth place in 
the group which is not encouraging. We now face an 
uphill challenge to finish mid-table but Irish fans can 
feel confident about our chances of winning our next 
two games. Let’s hope the tournament continues to 
be exciting and intriguing like it has been so far. 

Written by: Trinity Ruddock (JC1) 

Thursday finally arrived and despite all our nerves, we headed to Waterford to play Tipperary in our South East 
semi-finals. It was intense in the first few minutes of the first 7 minute quarter. The first quarter score was 2 to 2. A 
few more baskets were then scored in the second quarter. During the third quarter, our opponents had scored and 
were winning by a point. Then we all stepped up our game in the last quarter and scored a few extra baskets. Our 
final score was 14 to 8. On Monday 14th we will be heading up to Waterford to play Tramore for the South East 
finals with a few supporters from the school. Let’s hope we can do it again, C’mon Bridgetown!!  


